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Abstract: The main objective of this paper is to simulate different types of diseases that cause deformities which occur
in the lower urinary tract system together with abnormal micturition , which results from these diseases. To achieve
this a modified version of the normal micturition process model proposed by William Fletcher [1] was developed and
simulated using MATLAB. The new model is assuming abnormal nerve signals and bladder, ureteral muscles disorders
The newly developed model allows to simulate six types of lower urinary tract system (LUTS) disorders caused by
dysfunctions in bladder, urethral muscles and nerves control system and gives mathematical representation for
abnormal micturition process.
Moreover, the simulation developed has got a wide number of advantages in the medical sector such as design
intelligent control scheme to correct any deformations that occur in lower urinary tract system, and can be allowed to
test the system safely before trial with humans.
Keywords: lower urinary tract system (LUTS) disorders, Abnormal micturition , Bladder Output Relation(BOR),
Urethral Resistance Relation (URR) .
I.
INTRODUCTION
The Lower Urinary Tract (LUT) consists of the urinary
bladder the urethra. And are controlled by the nerve
signals . The bladder is a hollow muscular, and distensible
(elastic) organ, the bladder sits on the pelvic floor [2].
Urine enters the bladder via the ureters and exits via
the urethra . The urethra is a tube that connects the urinary
bladder to the outside of the body and surrounded by a
sphincter muscles[3].
The LUT has 2 main functions[4]: storage of urine and
voiding. Normally, during the filling (storage) phase, the
pressure inside the bladder (intravesical pressure Pves)
should be kept low despite the urine accumulation in the
bladder, due to the vesicoelastic properties of the bladder
wall. In addition, bladder filling is characterized by an
appropriate bladder sensation and absence of any unstable
detrusor contractions (i.e. bladder is silent during
filling)[5].
The sphincter mechanism is activated during filling to
preserve continence and prevent any leakage of urine.
During voiding, the muscle in the bladder wall (detrusor
muscle) contracts to expel urine while the sphincteric
mechanisms around the urethra relax to allow voiding.
During filling the bladder pressure is lower than the
pressure inside the urethra and therefore the bladder neck
remains closed. As the bladder continues to fill, bladder
pressure rises[4].
The loss of normal bladder , urethral and neurogenic
controlled functions to cause abnormal micturition, large
numbers of people of both sexes, suffer from lower
urinary tract disorders[3]. Lower urinary tract disorders
are not only socially inconvenient. Occasionally, they can
even be lethal [3].
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Developing LUTS mathematical model which has been
proposed by William Fletcher , we were able to simulate
six types of lower urinary tract system (LUTS) disorders
which
are: absence bladder contraction caused by
Nervous signals disorder, Absence bladder contraction
caused by bladder muscles disorder , absence Urethra
contraction caused by nervous signals disorder ,
Obstructed urine Flow , Irregular urine Flow and
Intermittent urine Flow .
Remaining of this paper is organized as follows: A brief
review of the LUTS mathematical model is presented in
section II. Section III presents the Simulation of normal
micturition .The simulation of abnormal micturition is
presented in section IV. This is followed by the
conclusions in section V.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR LUTS
The LUTS mathematical model can be compartmentalized
into three main sections [1] the bladder, the urethra and
their nervous control. Each of these components of the
model shall be outlined in this section.
A.
Nervous Control
The neurogenic control of micturition has been
represented by two nerve signals[6] , one that controls the
contraction of the bladder muscle and another that
controls urethral relaxation, hereafter called S1 and S2
respectively. As shown in Fig.1.The functions which
describes this nerve signals are given as [1]:
S1=1-𝑒 −𝑘1 𝑡
S2= ( 1- C ) e−k 2 t + C
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Where t is time, and k1 and k2 control the nerve signals III. SIMULATION OF NORMAL MICTURITION
rate of increase or decrease, C is the relative level that the Simulation of normal micturition is shown in Fig.2. by
urethral relaxation decreases to.
“snapshots” of Bladder Output Relation (BOR) and
Urethral Resistance Relation (URR) curves . Change in
bladder and urethral control nerve signals S1 and S2 is
shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4 starting from t1 to t5 that Cause
change in (P0 , Q0) and (P0p , m )as following :
1. The model has 6 parameters (K1, K2, C, r0, P0, Vmax,
Ph,mh) was taken as a reference no. (1)
2. Calculate P01 and Q01 at t1 .
3. Calculate Pop1 and m1 at t1 .
4. Using these values to plot the first snapshot for Bladder
Output Relation (BOR) and Urethral Resistance
(a)
Relation (URR).
5. Repeat the whole previous process to find the next
snapshot.
6. When the two curves BOR and URR intersect that
means that the urine is leaking out through the urethral
from the bladder. When the two graphs do not
intersect, Q =0 .
7. To complete this simulationthe bladder and urethra must
be return to initial pressure and flow rate (P01 ,Q01) and
(P0p1 , m1 )after send control nerve signal at t(5-1).
(b)
Fig.1: a) the nerve signals that control bladder excitation b) urethral
relaxation (Right).

B.
Bladder
The bladder has been represented mathematically by an
equation called Bladder Output Relation (BOR)[1]. The
pressure in the bladder and the rate of bladder evacuation
are opposite ends. The functions describing the (BOR) are
given as:
𝑃𝑑 +

𝑃𝑂

𝑄+

4

𝐹𝑂 (𝑟)

𝑄𝑂
4

=

5
16

𝑃0 𝑄0

𝑃𝑂 (r,t)=𝑃𝑚 𝜋 𝑟 2 s1
𝑄𝑂 (r,t) = 𝑄𝑚 2 𝑟 2 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 s1
𝐹𝑂 = -2.04

𝑟
𝑟𝑜

2

+ 4.08

𝑟
𝑟0

(3)
(4)
(5)

- 1.04

(6)

Pd is detrusor pressure, Q is flow rate, P0 and Q0 are
parameters that determine the shape of the curve as they
represent the intercepts of the curve with the axes , F0 is
the isometric force , r is bladder radius and Pm and Qm are
maximum values.
C.
Urethra
Urethra
and
sphincter muscles
are
represented
mathematically by an equation called Urethral Resistance
Relation (URR) [1], It is a direct relation between Urethral
pressure (𝑃𝑢) and urinary flow rate. The URR is described
by:
𝑃𝑢 = 𝑃𝑂𝑃 + 𝑚 𝑄
𝑃𝑂𝑃 = 𝑃ℎ s2
𝑚 = 𝑚ℎ s2

(7)
(8)
(9)

(a)

Pop represents the urethral opening pressure (the pressure
required to distend the elastic wall of the urethra and start
flow) , m is the urethral resistance ,𝑃ℎ and 𝑚ℎ are
maximum values. The change in the values of (Pop) and
(m) is based on the changing in the values of (S2) by time
to ensure full relaxation of urethra to allow the emptiness
of the bladder.
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Fig.2: Simulation of normal micturition

(b)
Fig.3: : a) Bladder contraction in response to nerve signals. b) Bladder
Output Relation (BOR) change in response to nerve signals. The arrows
shows the direction of increasing stimulation
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Fig.6:. Nerve signals normal and disorder that control bladder excitation
and urethral relaxation

(a)

Consequently, the value of bladder radius (r) does not
change . This means that the bladder is unable to contract
and keeping urine inside the bladder, this causes absence
of intersection between bladder and urethral curves as
shown in Fig.7. Although the urethral was noticed to work
normally which indicates that the bladder is malfunction.

(b)
Fig.4: a) Urethral relaxation in response to nerve signals. b)Urethral
Resistance Relation (URR) change in response to nerve signals. The
arrows shows the direction of increasing relaxation .

IV. SIMULATION OF ABNORMAL MICTURITION
As shown in the flow chart in fig.5. The changes of the
values (r) , (S1), (S2) and (Ph) whereas they must change
by time. So, we ensure that the bladder is contraction and
relaxation of urethra to allow the emptiness of the bladder
[7].

Fig.7: Absence bladder contraction caused by nervous signals disorder

B.

Absence bladder contraction caused by bladder
muscles disorder
This case means that the value (r) does not change by time
and does not response to the control signal )S1 ( which has
been received [9]. A Comparison between normal and
abnormal bladder radius changes during micturition
process is shown in Fig. 8. The equation which describes
bladder radius disorder is given as
Fig.5:. Flow chart of normal and abnormal micturition

When occurrence of any abnormal change of any this
values, causes abnormal micturition, this paper represents
the following diseases:
A.
Absence bladder contraction caused by Nervous
signals disorder
This case means that the nerves signal (S1) that controls
the contraction of the bladder muscle had been sent weak
[8] within time (T) as shown in Fig.6 . The mathematical
functions which describing the nerve signal disorder is
given as constant function (10), whose (output) value is the
same within time (t) .
S1 (t)= 0.5 for 10 >= t >= 0
Copyright to IJIREEICE

r (t)= 2 for 10 >= t >= 0

(11)

Fig.8: Bladder radius during micturition process .

(10)
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In Fig.9, it can be seen that there is no intersection
between the two curves because of a little change in the
values of (P0 , Q0) but this change does not allow lacking
out of urine and the beginning of the micturition.
Although, we notice the urethral is normal.

as shown in fig.11 and consequently urethral opening
pressure becomes high.
Ph_H(t)= 35 for 10 >= t >= 0
(13)
This causes no intersection between the urethral curve
and the bladder curve as shown in fig.12. Also, we notice
that the bladder works normally.

Fig.11: Abnormal values of (Ph) that control urethral.

Fig.9:Absence bladder contraction caused by bladder muscles disorder.

C.

Absence Urethra contraction caused by nervous
signals disorder :
This abnormal case occurs because of the nerve signal
(S2) which controls the urethral relaxation is sent weak[4]
within time (t) as shown in Fig.6. This can be represented
mathematically by the same nerve signal disorder Eq.(12)
as the following :
S2 (t)= 0.5 for 10 >= t >= 0
(12)
This abnormal micturition as shown in Fig.10. It can be
Fig.12: Obstructed Flow, the value of (Ph) is high.
noticed that there is no intersection between bladder and
E.
Irregular Flow:
urethral curve because of non-changing in the value of
Here the patient is unable to hold urine during the filling
and (P0p , m ). Therefore, the curves of (BOR) and (URR) phase (urinary incontinence)[10]. This case is called
do not equate at any time .
(Sphincteric Weakness)[11] . It is opposite to the previous
case, where the value of (Ph) in Eq.(14) is less than normal
value (low urethral opening pressure) as shown in fig.11.
Ph_L(t)= 85 for 10 >= t >= 0
(14)
The abnormal micturition is shown in fig.13. We notice
that the bladder is normal and the intersection exists
constantly.

Fig.10: Absence Urethra contraction caused by nervous signals disorder.

D.
Obstructed Flow:
This case often occurs due to infravesical obstruction[6].
We represent this abnormality mathematically in Eq.(13)
by assuming of high value of (Ph) more than normal value
Copyright to IJIREEICE

Fig.13: Irregular Flow caused by uncontrolled sphincter contraction, the
value of Ph is low.
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F.
Intermittent Flow:
Representing this disease mathematically by occurs of
oscillation in the value of )Ph ( by using equation Called
(Ph_O) :
Ph_O(t) = A(u(t- ф) - u(t-ф-τ)) for 0 <= t < t

(15)

There are four parameters that describe it, (A)

Ph

amplitude , ф initial phase , (τ) pulse width of the high
pulses and (t) pulse rate are shown in Fig.14. The
abnormal micturition can be represented in fig.15. We
notice that the bladder is normal and the oscillation
intersection exists.

Fig.14: Oscillation values of (Ph) .
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Fig.15: Intermittent Flow caused by oscillation in the value of) Ph( by
time.

V. CONCLUSION
A modified version of the LUTS mathematical model
succeeded in representation abnormal micturition process
cussed by six types of dysfunctions which are: absence
bladder contraction caused by Nervous signals disorder,
Absence bladder contraction caused by bladder muscles
disorder , absence Urethra contraction caused by nervous
signals disorder , Obstructed urine Flow , Irregular urine
Flow and Intermittent urine Flow . Simulations were run
in Matlab 7 and the results were observed in figures shown
relations between bladder and urethra pressure against
flow-rate. This study will help us in the future to find an
intelligent solutions for controlling the disorders of lower
urinary tract system.
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